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For nearly a decade Libya's smuggling networks included not only professional gangs but also some local communities - and even the parts of Libya's coastguard looking to make extra cash. Add the hundreds of militias that have ruled Libya since 2011 to that mix and the challenge grows exponentially.

Live animals are also for sale here. A man selling fruit is holding an iguana. He produces a grubby washing up bowl from underneath a table loaded with bananas - in it are turtles, iguanas, and four baby black caiman - an endangered species. He tells a story about one of the big buyers who comes to the market, buys the animals, drugs them, then sends them to Colombia. A woman standing nearby chips in to say she has carried wildlife to Lima in her luggage, and nothing happened at the airport.

Instead of tailor-made projects, companies could look at standardising units, he said, citing the examples of U.S. LNGexporter Cheniere Energy's cookie-cutter approach to building liquefaction trains, standard design for floating production storage offloading (FPSO) units employed by Petrobras, and Statoil's standard subsea structures.

The party's sole MP - former Tory Douglas Carswell - urged the party leader to "take a break" after a campaign that saw the party secure more than 12% of the national vote share but end up with only one Commons seat.

"Our results suggest that doctors, public health scientists and policy makers need to re-think how to best identify who is at high risk of dementia. We also need to pay attention to the causes and public health consequences of the link between underweight and increased dementia risk, which our research has established," commented the study's author, Prof Stuart Pocock, of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine.

More than 200 carers have already taken part in the study, which began last June, however it now wants to recruit more volunteers. They should be over the age of 50 and currently be providing care for a spouse or common-law partner with dementia in the home.

For that reason, Goodell — despite his belief that protecting the game's integrity is a core responsibility of his job — should have passed on the appeal's oversight. The NFL Players Association has threatened to call him as a witness for a case in which he is presiding over, which would thus add another awkward layer to this theater of the absurd.